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1 Introduction

This document describes the usage of PPET program. The program takes eye-
movement data to predict interests of users. Since it is based on Tobii SDK,
it fully works only with the Tobii 1750 eye-tracking system. Several articles
are shown on the display by our program, and the examinees are supposed to
click the relevant or irrelevant button for each article. The program receives and
analyzes eye movement information from the Tobii server, and finally output to
files.

About the implementation of this program, see PPET Programmer’s guide.

2 Install

2.1 Files

The name of the execution file is ppet.exe. This file can be placed in any locations,
but needs to have access to libraries below:

• msvcp71.dll

• msvcr71.dll

• msxml.dll

The typical location of these DLLs is the same directory as ppet.exe. The
Tobii machine in CIS lab additionally needs msvcp71.dll and msvcr71.dll.

The file ppet.ini stores some parameters for this system. The detail of pa-
rameters is explained in the following section. This file should also be placed in
the same directory as ppet.exe.

The articles is written in XML. The details of the format is given in the later
section. This file can be placed anywhere, since the path can be dynamically set
on the program.

2.2 Config File (ppet.ini)

This file contains several parameters for this system. The format is as follows:

PARAMETER_NAME=VALUE
...



One line corresponds to one parameter. The name of a parameter and value is
separated with one equal ’=’. The value can contain any characters but linefeeds
(’\n’, ’\r’). The DOS format need to be used, so two lines are separated with
“\r\n”. If there is no line for a name, the program uses the default value.

The most useful parameters are as follows:

• DOC NAME : the path of the XML document file

• DUMP FN : the path to output raw tracking data

• TIME FN : the path to output gazed time for each word

Although these paths can be set during the execution, it is more convenient to
set it in advance. Since the program cannot create a new directory automatically,
the directory for the output files should exist beforehand.

The parameters below can be also set if needed.

• LF RATIO : The ratio between normal linefeed and explicit linefeed (deci-
mal)

• LF RATIO M : The ratio between normal linefeed and linefeed of title and
content (decimal)

• LF RATIO L : The ratio between normal linefeed and linefeed between list
items (decimal)

• OPT BTN HEIGHT : The height of the ir/relevant buttons (integer, px)

• OPT BTN WIDTH : The width of the ir/relevant buttons (integer, px)

• BTN HEIGHT : The height of the read/cancel buttons (integer, px)

• BTN WIDTH : The width of the read/cancel buttons (integer, px)

• MARGIN : The border margin size (integer, px)

• MAX FONTSIZE : The max. fontsize (integer, px)

• MIN FONTSIZE : The min. fontsize (integer, px)

• TITLE FONT : The name of the title font (default : Arial Black)

• FONT : The name of the normal text font (default: Arial)

• TITLE FONT RATIO : The ratio between normal text and title. (decimal,
such as 1.2)

• FOCUS THRESHOLD : The sensitivity of highlighting (integer, refered in the
later section)



3 Document File

A document (<document>) possesses several pages (<page>), and one page can
contain some articles (<listitem>). An article consists of one subject (<subject>)
and one content(<content>) , but the subject can be omitted. Examinees will
decide relevant or irrelevant for each article.

A document file is prepared in XML. Here is a sample:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="ascii" ?>
<root>
<document>
<page>

<listitem>
<title>PUT TITLE HERE (Can be skipped)</title>
<content>PUT CONTENTS HERE</content>
</listitem>

<!-- You can also put several <listitem> clauses here -->

</page>

<!-- You can also put several <page> clauses here -->

</document>
</root>

DOS format is to be used, so two lines are separated with “\r\n”. Linefeeds
are allowed in the items, but linefeeds next to the tags are dismissed; thus, the
same result is obtained from two examples below:

<title>Apple<title>

<title>
Apple
<title>

4 Execution

After preparing these files, it is ready to perform an experiment. The screenshot
below depicts the initial window of ppet.exe program.



First of all, calibration is needed for the accurate recognition. Click Calibrate
button in the calibrate field, and follow the movement of the blue circle on your
eyes.

After the calibration, the Tobii system is ready to follow your eyes. Enter
the path to your document and log files in a certain textbox.



Click the Start button, and the document is displayed in a full-screen win-
dow. The tracking process begins at the same time. Here are two screenshots:
the former contains several articles in one page, whereas the latter has only one
article without a title.



The examinee reads each article, and click one button out of two: the Relevant
button is clicked if the article is known; Irrelevant is clicked if not. When every
item is determined, the examinee can proceed to the next page by clicking the
Read button. If any of the Relevant or Irrelevant button has not checked, the
Read button does not work. The Cancel button will terminate the experiment
at any time.

To demonstrate its tracking behavior, the program has dynamic highlighting
of the focus. Check Highlight box, and a red box is drawn corresponding to the
gazed word. One of the screen shot is shown below.

The sensitivity of highlighting can be set on ppet.ini. If you find the response
of the tracking is too slow, set larger value for FOCUS THRESHOULD (the default
value is 5).



When every page has been shown and every Read button is clicked, the
document window is closed. Check that log files are output in the certain path.
Another experiment is started by simply clicking Start button again.

5 Output Files

The program saves gazed data into two files: one is for gazed-time data for
each word; another is for the raw data from the tracker. These files follow CSV
format, so it is suitable to open by spreadsheet, such as Excel.

Gazed-time data consists of 7 columns.

• Result : 0 for irrelevant, 1 for relevant

• List ID : The place of the article

• Word ID : The appeared place of the word (in each article)

• String : The word

• Time (sec) : Gazed time (second)

• Time (msec) : Gazed time (milli-second)

• Time (usec) : Gazed time (micro-second)

Dump data consists of 19 columns.

• List ID : The place of the article

• Word ID : The appeared place of the word (in each article)

• String : The word

• timestamp sec : Timestamp (second)

• timestamp microsec : Timestamp (micro-second)

• x gazepos lefteye

• y gazepos lefteye

• x camerapos lefteye

• y camerapos lefteye

• diameter pupil lefteye

• distance lefteye

• validity lefteye

• x gazepos righteye



• y gazepos righteye

• x camerapos righteye

• y camerapos righteye

• diameter pupil righteye

• distance righteye

• validity righteye

6 Execution without Tobii

Although this program is designed to run with Tobii system, its display function
works on any PCs. It loads an XML file and show it on a full-screen. When the
program is executed without Tobii, the Use Tobii checkbox should be turned off.

7 Contact

If you have any questions about this document or the program, please send me
an email: kay@logos.ic.i.u-tokyo.ac.jp or kei2sodan@gmail.com.


